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Mr. Chairman, Fellow Delegates:

On behalf of the Iraq Government and members of the Iraq Dele-

gaton, and also on behalf of the Governmeneteof our sister Arab

country, the Kingdom of Transjaedania, whom we have the honour to

represent, I should like to extend my thanks to the Government of

Cubafor their hospitality in receiving us here in their fair city

of Havana.

It is appropriate that Havana, which was the gateway to the

American Continent and which opened up a world of prosperity for

so many millions of the peopleof the American Continents, should

also be the seat for the inauguration of an organization which, let

us hope, will bethe gateway for prosperity for the which world.

Mr. Chairman, the Governments of Iraq and Transjordania did

not participate in the drafting of the document that is now before

us, but they find themselves in complete agrement with the purposes

of the Organization and with rnany of the general principles laid

down for the regulation of trade between nations .

As far as we urderstand it, the International Monctary Pund,

the International Eank, the InternationalFood&Agricultural Organi-

zation, as well as this Organization which is to be set up, are in-

tended together to achiave the twinaims of stabilization and ex-

pansion throughout the world, and remeve the economic causes which

led to the painful experiences of the depression of the early 30's,
and the still more painful tragedies of the war of the early 40's

of this century, But we are living in a dynamic world which is
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divided into regions endowed with unequr resources, and areas which

had not had equal opportunities for development; we should there-

fore aim at the maximum degree of elasticity that is compatible
with orderly relations. .We should maka sure that stability does

not stultify expansion, and that expansion should be so balanced

that the fullest development is made possible in all regions of the

world. We are allowing in this draft Charter, as we had allowed

in the Agreement of the International Monetary Fund, for a transi-

tion period, in recognition of the fact that the economics of several

countries of the world have been so disrupted by thewar that these

countries could not conceivably carry out the obligations stipulated

by the se international agreements unIess they were allowed a

brathing period to put their own local economy in order first.

But I submit that the ravages of the war, painful and cruel as they

have been, are not the only causes of world troubles today. Poverty

had existed before this wer and will remin scourging the conscience

of man unless take steps to remove its most flagrant manifesta-

tions throughout the world. Would it not be reasonable, therefore,

to say that undeveloped countries, where poverty abounds, should

be first allowed a transition period, during, which they should be

assist; to carry out their obligations to develop their resources

to a certain degree, and remove, to a reasonable extent, the causes

of poverty, until such time as they can assume the other obligations

under the Charter?
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There are euntries which have begun their independent political

life only a short time ago, and have not had enough time to put

their resources in employment , to make the best use of their man-

power, and to review their trade and tariff systems and mould them

se as to fit in with their economic developments. There are coun-

tries which for various reasons are just starting to explore their

resources and, study their possibilities. Is it not, therefore,

necessary that certain time should be given to those counntries to

try and mould their nascent economies to the best advantage for

themselves and for the whole world? There are countries who had

the double misfortune of war dovastation and under-developmant.

Should not the transition period for such countries necessarily be

longer in duration and wider in scope? There are groups of count-

ries which are bound by historical, cultural and economic tics,

Should they not be allewed and encouraged to strengthen these tics

and exploit their full possibilities as a means for their own dev-

elopment and for the benefit of the whele world? This Charter has

been called an unequal Charter. It has been stigmatized as tend-

ing to freeze conditions and restrict the opportunities of undev-

eloped countries to rise up to the level of their enterprise and

resources. But if we accept the principle that the transition

period should not, in practice be necessarily equalin respect of

all countries, and if we recognize the fact that undeveloped count-

ries have been, in fact, in a transition period, and will be for

a certain time to come, we should be able to arrive at a compro-

mise which would secure for all countries the opportunities they

require for realizing the aims intended in this Charter for them-

selves as well as for the whole world, Human ingenuity is not

lacking in this Confornce to finda formula wherewith to deter-

mine when a country' s economy has developed sufficiently to allow

it to assume its full obligation under this Charter.
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Iraq, Mr. President, is a young and as yet not fully develepoed

country, but it has a great history and considerable potentialities

for development in the future. It is at once one of the oldest

and youngest countries of the world. In long periods of its his-

tory it was the granary of the world and the center of industry

and commerce. Long before Herodotus, during the Babylonian period,

and long after him during the Abbaside Caliphate of Baghdad, the

twin rivers of the Euphraes and Tigris were harnessed to the needs

of man,and out of the parched but fertile alluvium coil, varied

crops were produced in considerable quantities; and in the populous

towns along the two rivers industries developed the products of

which were carried by land to the innermost of China, and the heart

of Africa, and the shores of the Atlantic and North Sea, and were

shipped across the hazardous seas to the East Indies and the ports

ofthe Mediterranean and the Atlantic. By agriculture, industry

and trade the valley of the two rivers could thus support three to

four times as many as inhbit it today.

But by a series of historical events, beginning with the Mon-

golian Invasion and followed by floods, discase and famines under

spendthrift and foolish foreign despots, the irrigation system which

gave life to the arid soil was destreyed,and the towns that stud-

ded the banks of the two rivers and canals foll into ruin. To make

things still more difficult for the unforturiate survivors from these

tragedies, the InternationalTrade Route which passed through Iraq

had changed its course andfavoured the sea reute around Africa to

Asia, thus by-passing Iraq and rendering it a virtually neglected

inland region. So that with agriculture destroyed, industry rest-

ricted and trade lost, the greatest part of the country passed into

a desert inhabited by tribes whese struggle for survival added to

the turmoil in the land the devastation of tho country.
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Then dawn came to dispel darkness over the Valley of Mesopo-

tamia, first with the opening of the Suez Canal and the use of the

steamship, then the liberation of the country and the discovery of

cil. A new period of reconstruction began, particularly during the

decade preceding the lst war, and the progress made was scarcely

equalled by any other country similarly hampered by lack of capital

and technical skill. The cultivated area was expanded six-fold by

the cpening of soveral perennial irrigation canals, as well as by

the installation of same 3000 high-power water pumps. The famous

Bagdad Railway line was completed. Roads and bridges, hospitals

and schools, municipal water and electricity supply schemes and sev-

eral industries were established. The number of population shas

doubled in twenty-five years. The principal experts of Iraq, namely

grain, dates and animal produce were more than doubled. Imports of

cupital goods expanded to the same extent. The standard of living

pf the people had apprercibly risen and imported consumers goods

had expanded by nearly 30%.

Nevertheless, the country was for from reaching the desired

level of development when the last war broke out. On the one hand,

thetime was very short, the problems were very great and we had to

start almost from scratch. On the other hand, we were hampered by

lack of capital, experience and skill. Whatever we had received from

the cil royalties ,were put entirely on development, yet these sums

were very small in relation to the requiremennts for the various

schemes which we had in view in crder to cnable our fertile land to

produce its greatest and its best. So than, by 1939, nearly two-

thirds of the water resources of the two rivers still flcwed down
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wastefully to the sea leaving large expanses of fertile land needy

of the precious water. Only 20% of the main roads had been paved

and modern transport facilities were lacking in many parts of the
country. Scores of good-sized municipalities were still without

their water and electricity supply schemes. Housing and town plan-

ning had only just begun but the plans were destined to remain un-

exccuted for the duration of the war. Bagded and many other towns

in Iraq looked during the war very much like bombed-out citics, for

the demolitions which had taken place just before the war could not

be placed by new buildings and new streets for lack of supplie s.

Agricultural machinery, which the peasants were just learning to

appreciate and use, was suddenly cut off. Some industries which

under normal conditions would have had a good chance to flourish and

expand were hampered by lack of equipment and machines, while plans

for others had to be abandended or postponed. The general standard

of living of the peoplewas still very low, and it could still be

saidthen, as well as at present, that Iraq was a rich land with a

poor people.

It was therefore especially hard for the people of Iraq to

bear the sacrifices they so willingly offered for the maintenance

of freedom and democracy. For we, toc, had given our fair share

in the war effort and receivd our full share of deprivation and

suffering. The war had halted our major irrigation schemes and other

construction projects for lack of supplies. We had declared war

against the enemies of democracy and we had put our transport sys-

tem at the disposal of cur allies and shared our resources and our

stocks of imported and local products with them. Owing to world

shortage (MORE)
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of supplies and shipping, we had received during the war years only
50% in quantity of what we imported before the war of consumption

goods, and only 20% of capital goods. Hence, arrears of repairs and

replacements were accumulated andstocks were exhausted.

We found ourselves after the war confronted with many economic

problems. We had to re-stock in order to stabilize prices, wehad

to make good the repairs and renewals that wereneglected during

the war, we had to resume the construction and development and bring

out our blue-prints from the drawers for re-examination and fullfil-

ment. But we also had another problem.Before the war, on the

average, we had no deficit in our balance of payments. We could

pay as to half of our expanding importation from invisible earnings

accruing to us mainly from oil reyalties and from our substantial

transit trade. But invisible earnings have not gone up in proper-

tion to the rise ofpricesof our imports, andalthough we hadex-

ported in 1946 nearly as such in quantity as wehad exported before

the war, and wehad imorted much less, we found wehad experienced

a considerable deficit inour balance of payments. Happily,how-

over, wehad accumulated certain assetsinthe Unted Kingdom,

mainly as cover for our currency whichhad expanded duringthe

war, and we can draw a substantial part of theseassets to meet

part of our import requirements. Wehope that we shall, aftera

short time, be able to use thesesterling assetsin all parts of

the world indiscriminately. Furthermore, new pipelines are being

constructed which would increase the production of oil, and we

shall be able then to offer considerably greater quantities of this

much neededcommodityto theworld. We shall also be ablethere by

to earn considerable imcome which we shalldevete to meetapartof

the cost of our developmentschemes.
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In the meantime, our immediaeteeconomic problems forced upon

us a course, which wewere reluctant to take, in order to resolve

the difficulties we facedwith regard to the shortage of foreign ex-

change in general and to shertage of particular foreign currencies.

Wec hed to reserttocertain restrictions whereby import licensing

and foreign exchange arrangements were put into force rcstricting

the importation of luxury and non-essential imports, and directing

purchases from abrond to the essential consumors goods and above all

to capital goods for reconstruction and development. In addition,

as we experienced a shortage of certain currencies, we had to re-

strict importation of goods from these hard currency areas. We hope,

howover, that conditions will soon improve so as to enable us to re-

move thes latter restrictions.

We are therefore, pleased to find that in the draft charter,

that is before us, the fostering of the general economic develop-

ment of countries still in the earlystagesofdevelopment is placed

as one of the principal purposes of the organization, and that in

several articles of the charter there are stipulations which aim

at implementing this principle. We hope, however, to offer our con-

tribution in this Conference to make these provisions more adequate

for the realization of this fundamental aim on the lines previously

presented. We alsenote with satisfaction that those who took

part in thedrafting of this charter had wisely recognized the

present practical difiiculties in which certain countries find them-

selves and had embodied in the charter certain safeguards to protect

the economyof the countries thus placed.

Mr. Chairman, you are no doubt aware of the facts and con-

siderations which underlie our political and economic policy. Facts

which were based on historical, cultural and economic grounds.
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On theone hand, Iraq, and also the Kingdom of Transjerdania, are

members of the Arab League, a regional organization recognizedby

the United Nations. We are bound by the decisions of the Arab

League to further and strengthen the economic ties among the Arab

countries in all means that are practicable.

Sccondly, we were apart of the Ottoman Empirc before the

first great war, and a proferential treatment among countries which

were a part of that Empire were allowed to us by the Treaty of

Iusanne.

Thirdly, in all our commercial treatics we had always re-

served the right to give preference to those countries which were

a part of the Ottoman Empire and tomakean exception in their

case from the most favored nation clause. We, therefore notethat

preferential treatment has not entirely been barred in the charter

but we feel that the interests of our country, those of the Kingdom

Of Transjcrdania, those of various countries that form the Arab

League and part of the previous Ottoman Empire, and perhas also
the world at largo, would be better served if we were to reserve

the rihgt freely to practice proference whenever the case arises

in order to fosterthedevelopment of that part of theworld to

which we belong , and which as in fact one economic and political

unit in many periods of its history.

Mr. Chairman, may I indulge on your patience and the patience

ofmy fellow delegates togive consideration to yet another point

which we consider of vital importance. Atnotime inour history

had we been discriminating against a particular state or country

or people,and at no time until shortly had we refused to receive

goods an grounds of origin or prohibit the sale of goods on grounds

of destination, nor to prevent the passage of goods on either of

the two grounds I have mentioned. But a set of circumstances,

entirely not not of our making, haveimposed on us a situation of
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considerable gravity and forced us into the position of having to

abandon in one particular instanceour traditinal policy in this

respect, in conformity with a decision taken by the Arab League

prior to the formulation of the proposals which finally led to the

present draft charter. This decision was not made for the purpose

of material gain, nor were we seeking a selfish advantage. But it

was takien as a moans to defend our vital interests and safoguard

our natural rights. I have no deubt that we shall be given full

opportunity to present this point which we consider of vital im-

portance before this Conforence, and I am confident that adequate

safeguards will finally be embodied in this Charter to protect our

vital and logitimate interests in this respect.

Mr. Chairman, before I conclude, I wish to thank you and all

these who have made it possible for us to meet hare to establish an

organization which I hepe will be successful in time to carry out

the noble purposesembedied in this Charter, and fulfill the hopes

of humanity to enjoy the fruits of its efforts in peace and security

and to be freeferever from the anxieties and sufferings of poverty

and want.


